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Unidentified glass plates, undated 
(Box 25) 
 
Unidentified 1: Appears to be a family with small children. They are sitting down and posing for a 
photograph and a window is directly behind them. 
Unidentified 2: Image of an outdoor scene with trees and what appears to be a structure (maybe a 
house or barn) with various items placed around the area. 
Unidentified 3: Image of three women, a man, and three children posing for a photograph outdoors. 
Unidentified 4: Image of a woman, five children, and a dog are outdoors in front of shrubbery. Featured 
far in the background is a small structure, perhaps a house. 
Unidentified 5: Image of three children and a man pose for a photograph outdoors. The profile of a 
different woman can be seen on the far left of the photograph and she is not making eye contact with 
the camera. 
Unidentified 6: Image of an outdoor scene of a single horse-drawn carriage that carries a family with 
many children. The horse is in an idle standing position. 
Unidentified 7: Image of five children (perhaps all girls since each one is wearing a dress) pose for a 
photograph outdoors. 
Unidentified 8: Image of an outdoor scene of a child standing to the left of a horse. Behind both is a 
small carriage that is not attached to anything. 
Unidentified 9: Image of a group of people (possibly family members or friends) sit together in an 
outdoor setting. Each person featured in the photo is looking directly at the photographer. Perhaps food 
and drink are dispersed throughout the group of people. A child is in the center of the photograph. 
Unidentified 10: Image of a group of people (about 15 different individuals) lounging in an outdoor 
setting. Children and adults are featured in the photograph. 
 
“Santa Paula” box of glass plate negatives 
(Box 26 and 27) 
 
These glass negatives were separated into 5 packets. They have been kept in the same order. 
 
Packet 1: “Children, did not print” 
GP1: A young child wearing a dress sits on fur. 
GP2: A young child wearing a decorative, floral headband and a dress stands on a chair. 
GP3: A young child wearing a dress sits on a pile of fur. #1473 written on the back. 
GP4: A medium-sized dog looks up while sitting on a chair. 
GP5: A young child wearing a long sleeve shirt and trousers holds a bouquet of flowers while standing on 
the right side of a chair. The chair has a pot of flowers on it. #2888 is written on the back. 
GP6: A smiling baby sits on a fur-covered chair/bed. The back of the chair is intricately designed. #1793 
written on the back. 
GP7: A baby stands on a blanket covered platform. #g062 is written on the back. 
GP8: A young child wearing a long dress poses for a photograph. On the right side of the photograph is a 
figure wearing a striped shirt with their arm outstretched towards the child. 
GP9: A baby wearing an oversized dress sits on a fur-covered chair. 
GP10: A baby wearing a large dress sits and poses for a photograph. 
GP11: A baby sits in a large, decorative bowl. 
GP12: A child sits on top of a blanketed platform. #2255 is written on the back. 
GP13: A baby lays down on its stomach on top of a table covered by a tablecloth. #2942 is written on the 
back. 



GP14: A young child wearing a frilled dress sits on a chair and poses for a photograph. #1325 is written 
on the back. 
GP15: A young child wearing a dress sits on a fur-covered chair. #401 written on the back. 
GP16: A sleeping baby is pictured in addition to a decorative pillow and linens. #4856 is written. 
GP17: A smiling child wears a frilled dress while sitting on a chair. #459 is written on the back. 
GP18: A small child wearing a dress and bonnet sits on a chair. 
GP19: A small child wearing a dress looks away from the camera while sitting down. 
GP20: A baby wearing a dress is propped up on a chair covered in furs. Very light photo, the subject’s 
face is difficult to make out. #1284 is written on the back. 
GP21: a small child wearing a frilled dress sits on a chair. #1283 is written on the back. 
GP22: a child wearing a long, frilled dress is pictured on the right next to a chair with a pillow on it. 
#1280 is written on the back. 
GP23: A baby lays down; a fur blanket is at the front of the photo. #1974 is written on the back. 
GP24: A young girl with a bow in her hair and wearing a dress sits atop a chair that is draped by a 
decorative blanket and a cushion. 
GP25: A young child wearing a dress sits atop a fur-covered chair. #1807 is written on the back. 
GP26: A baby wearing a dress sits on a fur-covered chair. #403 is written on the back. 
GP27: A baby wearing a long dress sits on a fur-covered chair. #1200 is written on the back. 
GP28: A child wearing a decorative outfit or uniform stands with their hand of their hip. 
GP29: A small child wearing a dress leans against a blanketed prop. #429 is written on the back. 
GP30: A baby wearing a dress lays down on a pile of fur. #409 is written on the back. 
GP31: A small child wearing a frilled dress looks directly at the camera while sitting on fur. #407 is 
written on the back. 
GP32: A small child wears a sash that ties in the front and sits down on a pedestal. There is a black oval 
cutout that surrounds the photo. 
GP33: A child lounges on a chair with a book in hand. On the ground there are furs and pillows. Behind 
the child to the left is a stand covered in decorative cloth with a flower vase on top. #1318 is written on 
the back. 
GP34: A child wearing a frilled dress sits in a chair that is covered in decorative cloth. There appears to 
be flowers in her lap, or perhaps a hat. #1314 is written on the back. 
GP35: A baby wearing a dress sits on a chair. Leaning on the chair is an older child wearing a dress. On 
the ground is a fur rug, decorative pillows, and flowers. Both the pictured children appear to be holding 
flowers. #1398 is written on the back. 
GP36: A baby and an older child sit on a cushioned stool. The older girl has a bow in her hair. Both wear 
dresses. #2806 ½ is written on the back. 
GP37: A young boy sits on a stool. The condition is poor, the photo is torn. 
 
Packet 2: “Ventura Scene” 
GP1: 4 photos are featured. Top left row: a gazebo-like structure is pictured. Top right row: a cannon is 
pictured. The photos on the bottom row are the same photo: a large, governmental-type building is 
pictured. 
GP2: A beach scene. Pictured is the ocean, a beach, and then a few structures in the background. 
GP3: A photograph depicting the ocean, the beach, and a lawn with trees overlooking the ocean. In the 
distance, a woman stands on the beach and looks out to the ocean. 
GP4: Pictured is a wide view of the ocean taken from far away. In the distance, the viewer can see a man 
and a woman on the beach together, facing towards the ocean. 
GP5: A variety of trees are pictured in the foreground while buildings occupy the background. 
GP6: In the foreground, a figure grabs a part of a tall plant. In the background is a field and mountains. 



GP7: A multi-story building with a small palm tree in the front is pictured. Several similar style houses 
are in the background. 
GP8: A picture of a building with a sign that reads “ATHENE: Club House and Rest Room” 
GP9: A photograph of a multi-story building. On the left-hand side there is a path and a tree. 
GP10: A photograph of a tall palm tree. In the background there is a structure at the top of a staircase. 
GP11: A wide shot of the city; there are open fields in the foreground and buildings in the background. 
GP12: The inside of an empty courtroom 
GP13: A photo of an empty courtroom. However, this photo is closer and focused on the center of the 
room. 
GP14: The inside of an empty courtroom. Some of the audience chairs are visible. The photo is damaged. 
GP15: Two houses stand side-by-side. The left house is multi-story, and the right house has people on its 
porch steps and yard. Staircases lead up to both houses. 
GP16: A group of about 30 men in similar attire pose for a photograph. Many have boxes (perhaps 
containing fruit) and are standing on ladders. 
GP17: Another photo of a large group of men; many are wearing overalls. It appears to be a factory 
setting, and large amounts of fruits(?) are on the ground. 
GP18: Same as GP15 except this particular photo features no people. 
GP19: Same as GP16 with very miniscule changes. The glass is chipped. 
 
Packet 3: “River Scene. Children” 
GP1: A photo of the ocean. In the distance, a boat is on the water. 
GP2: A young girl with a floral hat and frilled dress stands in front of fur and decorative pillows. #1315 is 
written on the back. 
GP3: A young girl wearing a dress leans against the back of a chair. #1319 is written on the back. 
GP4: Two young children sit on a padded stool. Both children are wearing dresses, one is wearing a belt 
and the other is wearing a necklace. #2806 is written on the back. 
GP5: A young boy wearing overalls sits on a pedestal. He is holding a long stick (perhaps a riding crop). 
#1475 is written on the back. 
GP6: Two young girls wearing dresses pose together for a photograph. #233 is written on the back. 
GP7: A young girl wearing a decorative garment sits on a chair. #2803 is written on the back. 
GP8: A stream surrounded by rocks and hills. A water wheel can be seen in the distance. #10 is written 
on the back. 
GP9: A scene of a stream enclosed by rocks and trees. In the distance, a woman in a dress sits on a rock. 
The rocks above the stream have various inscriptions. 
GP10: A hillside with various wooden structures. Perhaps a mining area. 
GP11: Various plants and trees surround a waterfall streaming down a rocky hillside. There is a sign that 
reads “Fern Lake.” #15 is written on the back. 
GP12: A photograph depicting the inside of a greenhouse. A variety of plants are depicted. 
GP13: Broken. 
 
Packet 4: “1. Ventura, street scenes 2. Wheelers” 
GP1: Photograph of a street lined with buildings, palm trees, and power lines. 
GP2: There is text on the photograph that reads “County Court House Ventura Cal.” There are two 
photos of the courthouse. The top one is an outdoor side view, with a vehicle parked out front. The 
bottom photo is a front view of the courthouse and there are a few other buildings in front of it. 
GP3: Text that reads “Scene Ventura Cal.” The top photo is a side view of a multi-floor building with 
palm trees out front. The bottom photo depicts the same street except this photo shows the entire 
length of the street and the carriages and tire shop that are on the street. 



GP4: there is text on the photograph that reads “County Court House Ventura Cal.” The top photo shows 
a road leading to the courthouse and horses, cars, and buildings line the street. The bottom photo is a 
closer photo of the courthouse taken from above. 
GP5: There is text on the photograph that reads “County Court House Ventura Cal.” The top photo 
depicts a road going uphill with some buildings at the base of the hill. The bottom photo is a view of the 
courthouse taken slightly from above. 
GP6: There is a text on the photograph that reads “Wheelers Hot Springs Cal.” - there are two photos 
taken from above that feature houses scattered amongst many trees. 
GP7: There is a text on the photograph that reads “At Wheelers Hot Springs Cal.” The two photos are 
relatively the same. There is a stream of water in the foreground and trees and bushes are in the 
background. 
GP8: several tents and small wooden houses are surrounded by trees. One of the trees has a sign that 
reads “Oak Park no 1”. 
GP9: There is a text on the photograph that reads “Wheelers Hot Springs Cal.” The top photo is a stream 
surrounded by many rocks and trees. The bottom photo is of a small waterfall. 
GP10: Photo overlooking a town. In the foreground is a grassy field and then dispersed buildings. In the 
background is the ocean with several boats on the water. 
GP11: Another photo overlooking the town. Trees and grass in the foreground and then the ocean and 
islands in the distance. 
GP12: Broken. 
 
Packet 5: “Package X” 
GP1: Blurry photo, appears to be water and large rocks. 
GP2: A baby wearing a dress sits on a fur-covered chair. #1295 is written on the back. 
GP3: Two children hug and hold hands while standing on rocks. On the right side of the photo, an adult 
reaches out to touch the back of one of the children. 
GP4: An older child wearing a dress and a flower veil leans on a table draped in decorative cloth. She 
stands on fur and holds a book. #444 is written on the back. 
GP5: Very faint photograph; some trees are scattered across the frame. 
GP6: A baby wearing a dress sits on fur. 
GP7: Labeled “From East Summit, Ann Cahu(?)” Picture of a cove, rocky cliffs surrounding the incoming 
ocean current. 
GP8: There is a text on the photograph that reads “Scene Wheelers Hot Springs Cal.” Two side-by-side 
photographs of small waterfalls 
GP9: There is a text on the photograph that reads “Scene Wheelers Hot Springs Cal.” Two photographs, 
the one on the left depicts a small waterfall and a creak framed by large rocks, the right photo is an up-
close of the waterfall rocks. 
GP10: Broken. 
GP11: There is a text on the photograph that reads “Pretty Home Ventura Cal.” There are two 
photographs of a multi-story building with palm trees on both sides. The plate is cracked. 
GP12: There is a text on the photograph that reads “At Wheelers Hot Springs Cal.” Both photographs are 
of a small waterfall. The plate is cracked and chipped. 
GP13: Photo of a two-story house with a tree and fence out front. A figure wearing a long dress and a 
hat with a train stands on the front porch of the building while holding a bouquet. 
GP14: A photo of rocky cliffs on the ocean shoreline 
GP15: A large wave hits the rocky shoreline; cliffs are in the background. 
GP16: In the foreground is a group of men and their horse/donkey-pulled carriages. They are gathered in 
front of a few buildings. In the background are hills. 



Unidentified glass plates, undated  
Box 28  
 
The glass plates in Boxes 28-31 were originally all in one box. However, it’s not clear that they were all 
necessarily related. Some of the glass plates were grouped together in small carboard boxes. Glass 
plates that are numbered with the same first number (e.g., 1A, 1B, 1C, etc.) were in the same cardboard 
box together.  
 
Unidentified 1A: Appears to be a group of four small children. They are sitting down and posing for a 
photograph outdoors sitting on some grass.  
Unidentified 1B: Image of a child sitting on steps outdoors. Trees and what appears to be a structure 
(maybe a house or barn) compose the background.  
Unidentified 1C: Image of a basket with a baby inside placed on grass, with leaves in the background.  
Unidentified 1D: Image of what appears to be a mother and child sitting on an outdoor patio bench.  
Unidentified 1E: Image of four small children, similar scene and same children as described in 
Unidentified 1A in MVC047 Box 28.  
Unidentified 1F: Image of a basket with a baby inside placed on grass, with leaves in the background, 
same scene and child as described in Unidentified 1C in MVC047 Box 28.  
Unidentified 1G: Image of what appears to be a mother and child sitting on steps outdoors. Trees and 
what appears to be a structure (house or barn) compose the background. Similar scene as described in 
Unidentified 1B in MVC047 Box 28.  
Unidentified 1H: Image of what appears to be a father holding a baby in a baby basket. Trees and a 
structure (house or barn) compose the background.  
Unidentified 2A: A group of four people dressed in religious clothing (Catholic religious dress) stand 
outside.  
Unidentified 2B: Same four individuals in religious dress as described in Unidentified 2A in MVC047 Box 
28 in a different pose.  
Unidentified 2C: Image of two older women sitting on grass holding two young children. Appears to be 
similar scene as described in Unidentified 1A-1H in MVC047 Box 28.  
Unidentified 2D: Image of a baby sitting on grass. Appears to be similar scene as described in 
Unidentified 1A-1H in MVC047 Box 28.  
Unidentified 2E: Image of a child riding a tricycle on grass. Appears to be similar scene as described in 
Unidentified 1A-1H in MVC047 Box 28.  
Unidentified 2F: Image of a man (likely a priest) dressed in a white robe holding the hands of two young 
children. Appears to be the same children as described in Unidentified 1A-1H in MVC047 Box 28.  
Unidentified 2G: Image of a baby standing on steps outdoors, with trees and a structure (house or barn) 
composing the background. Appears to be the same child as described in Unidentified 1B in MVC047 
Box 28.  
Unidentified 2H: Image of two young children sitting on grass. Similar scene and appears to be the same 
children as described in Unidentified 1A-1H and 2C in MVC047 Box 28.  
 
Unidentified glass plates, undated 
Box 29  
 
Unidentified 1A: Two young children standing on both sides of a seated woman outdoors.  
Unidentified 1B: Image of a woman seated on a chair outdoors; same woman as described in 
Unidentified 1A in MVC047 Box 29.  



Unidentified 1C: Image of two young children riding tricycles outdoors, appears to be similar scene as 
described in Unidentified 1A-1H and 2E in MVC047 Box 28.  
Unidentified 1D: Image of a child playing with a toy outdoors, with two other young children and a 
structure (house or barn) composing the background. Similar scene as described in MVC047 Box 28.  
Unidentified 2: View of town with what appears to have both residential and commercial buildings.  
Unidentified 3: Colored image of a large tree with written caption “[Large?] [Rubber?] Tree Ventura”  
 
Unidentified 4: View of farm area and what appears to be stables or horse-riding area, with town in the 
background. Town appears to have residential and commercial buildings.  
 
Unidentified glass plates, undated 
Box 30  
 
Unidentified 1: Image of a woman carrying a baby outdoors with trees composing the background. 
Similar scene found in MVC047 Box 28 and 29.  
Unidentified 2: Image of a woman and three young children sitting indoors posing for what appears to 
be a family portrait. Ornate chairs and a painting surround the individuals. Appears to be the same 
children as described in MVC047 Box 28 and 29.  
Unidentified 3: Image of a woman sitting and young child standing outdoors. The woman and child 
appear to be on a wooden chair-like structure (rocking chair?). Similar scene found in MVC047 Box 28 
and 29.  
Unidentified 4: Image of a child standing outdoors holding a basket. Similar scene found in MVC047 Box 
28 and 29.  
Unidentified 5: Image of a woman seated with two young children on a wooden chair-like structure. 
Similar scene as described in MVC047 Box 30 Unidentified 3.  
Unidentified 6: Image of a woman seated with two young children on a wooden chair-like structure. 
Similar scene as described in MVC047 Box 30 Unidentified 3 and 5.  
Unidentified 7A: Image of two young children both holding what appears to be a baby outdoors. Palm 
trees as well as a circular-looking road compose of the background.  
Unidentified 7B: Image of two adults, one man and one woman standing outdoors. Palm trees as well as 
a circular-looking road and fountain compose the background. Same background as MVC047 Box 30 
Unidentified 7A.  
Unidentified 7C: Image of woman (same woman as described in MVC047 Box 30 Unidentified 7B) 
standing with two young children on tricycles. Same background as MVC047 Box 30 Unidentified 7A and 
7B.  
Unidentified 7D: Image of woman standing outdoors. Same background as MVC047 Box 30 Unidentified 
7A, 7B, and 7C.  
Unidentified 8: Image of five young children sitting at the foot of an altar indoors.  
Unidentified 9: Same Image as MVC047 Box 30 Unidentified 2. Image of a woman and three young 
children sitting indoors posing for what appears to be a family portrait. Ornate chairs and a painting 
surround the individuals. Appears to be the same children as described in MVC047 Box 28 and 29.  
Unidentified 10: Image of a woman and baby, sitting outdoors surrounded by pillows.  
Unidentified 11: Two side-by-side images of four young children sitting outdoors with palm trees and 
other shrubbery surrounding them.  
Unidentified 12: Five young children seated around a Christmas tree indoors with what appear to be 
various gifts.  
Unidentified 13: Image of a man with a horse. A row of trees and a wooden fence compose of the 
background.  



Unidentified 14: Five young children seated around a Christmas tree indoors with what appear to be 
various gifts. Similar scene as described in MVC047 Box 30 Unidentified 12.  
Unidentified 15: Five young children and an adult woman seated around a Christmas tree indoors with 
what appear to be various gifts. Similar scene as described in MVC047 Box 30 Unidentified 12 and 14.  
Unidentified 16: Image of a structure (likely a home) surrounded by trees, taken outdoors. The previous 
housing encasing stated picture was taken November 1925.  
Unidentified 17: Five young children and an adult woman seated around a Christmas tree indoors, 
carrying and surrounded by what appear to be various gifts. Similar scene as described in MVC047 Box 
30 Unidentified 12, 14, and 15.  
Unidentified 18: Nature scene composing of grass, shrubbery, and tall trees. Two lawn chairs on the 
grass. Previous housing encasing stated picture was taken August 1925.  
Unidentified 19: Four young children, two of which are sitting atop a horse or donkey, the other two 
standing on the grass close by. Previous housing encasing states “Plate used for Christmas cards 1924. 
Shane, [Sheela?], Cleore, Pat. Printed on Defender #2 SM Hard. 6 sec – 100W"  
Unidentified 20: Photo of a house-like structure taken outdoors, with trees, shrubbery, and a small 
bridge or walkway composing the background. Previous housing encasing states photo was taken 
November 1925. “Defender #13 M. Med. 12 Sec. - 100W”  
Unidentified 21: Image taken looking between two rows of palm trees. It also features a circular-like 
grass structure, a fountain, and what appears to be a walkway.  
Unidentified 22: Image of a woman and two young children partially covered by shrubbery/leaves.  
Unidentified 23: Four or five young children seated around a Christmas tree taken indoors and 
surrounded by what appear to be various gifts of which include dolls. Similar scene as described in 
MVC047 Box 30 Unidentified 12, 14, 15, and 18.  
Unidentified 24: Portrait of adult woman with two young women.  
Unidentified 25: Image of adult woman seated with a baby taken outdoors. Previous encasing states 
“taken 1924. Defender #2 Hard. 10 sec – 100W.”  
Unidentified 26: Same image as MVC047 Box 20 Unidentified 25. Adult woman seated with a baby taken 
outdoors. Previous encasing states “taken 1924. Defender #2 Hard. 8 sec – 100W.”  
Unidentified 27: Photo taken in between two rows of trees, with a garden and fountain also featured in 
the image. Similar photo as described in MVC047 Box 30 Unidentified 21. Previous encasing states 
“taken 1925. Defender #2 Hard. 16 sec – 100W.”  
Unidentified 28: Image of what appear to be citrus or walnut trees based on general size and shape. 
Trees in the image are symmetrically lined up. Previous encasing states “1925”  
Unidentified 29: Image taken outdoors looking down a pathway towards a home-like structure. Previous 
encasing states “taken July 1925. Defender #52 S.M. Med. 30 sec. - 100W.”   
Unidentified 30: Photo taken in between two rows of trees, with a garden and fountain also featured in 
the image. Similar photo as described in MVC047 Box 30 Unidentified 21 and 27.  
Unidentified 31: Photo taken along a pathway toward a house-like structure. Previous encasing states 
“Christmas 1925. ‘Home’”  
Unidentified 32: Three young children are surrounding a horse or donkey. One is atop the donkey, one is 
feeding the donkey, and the other child is holding on to the donkey’s reins. Previous encasing states 
“taken Nov. 1925. Defender #52 S.M. Med. Soft. 25 sec – 100W.”  
Unidentified 33: Similar image to MVC047 Box 30 Unidentified 13. Image of a man with a horse. A row of 
trees and a wooden fence compose of the background.  
Unidentified 34: Side by side images of a woman and flowers on the same glass plate. Previous encasing 
states “Duchess x Portrait [Coyeg?]”  
Unidentified 35: Two children standing outdoors and dressed in what appears to be some type of 
religious dress. Previous encasing states “taken 1924. Defender #2 Hard. 4 sec – 100W.”  



Unidentified 36: Child standing outdoors and dressed in what appears to be some type of religious dress 
carrying a brief case [?].  
Unidentified 37: Same image as MVC047 Box 30 Unidentified 20. Photo of a house-like structure taken 
outdoors, with trees, shrubbery, and a small bridge or walkway composing the background. Previous 
encasing states “Nov. 1925. Defender #2 S.M. Hard. 6 sec. - 100W.”  
Unidentified 38: Same image as MVC047 Box 30 Unidentified 32. Three young children are surrounding 
a horse or donkey. One is atop the donkey, one is feeding the donkey, and the other child is holding on 
to the donkey’s reins. Previous encasing states “taken Nov. 1925. Printed on Defender #52 S.M. Med 
Soft. 22 sec – 100W.”  
Unidentified 39: Three children dressed in what appear to be costumes (pilgrim, scarecrow, or witch 
costume [?]) standing outdoors. Trees. Grass, and what appears to be a wooden fence compose the 
background. Previous encasing states “taken 1924. Defender #52 Med. 20 sec. - 100W.”  
Unidentified 40: Adult woman sitting with a baby outdoors, next to a fountain or circular type structure. 
Previous encasing states “taken Nov ‘25. Defender #13 M Med. 12 sec. - 100W.”  
Unidentified 41: Same image as found in MVC047 Box 30 Unidentified 24, but appears to be blurry. 
Portrait of adult woman with two young women.  
 
Unidentified glass plates, undated 
Box 31  
 
Unidentified 1A: Three young children standing in front of a Christmas tree holding and surrounded by 
what appear to be their toys.  
Unidentified 1B: An adult woman is sitting on a wooden chair outdoors with two young children. Tall 
trees compose the background.  
Unidentified 1C: Young child stands outdoors on grass with trees and other shrubbery composing the 
background.  
Unidentified 1D: An adult woman stands outdoors on grass with trees and other shrubbery composing 
the background.  
Unidentified 1E: Similar image as MVC047 Box 31 Unidentified 1D. An adult woman stands outdoors on 
grass with trees and other shrubbery composing the background.  
Unidentified 1F: Man and woman stand outdoors on grass with trees and other shrubbery composing 
the background. Similar scene and same woman in MVC047 Box 31 Unidentified 1D and 1E.  
Unidentified 1G: Adult woman and child stand on wooden bridge-like structure with trees and a house-
like structure composing the background.  
Unidentified 1H: Image of a Christmas tree on stairs indoors. Features portraits or paintings hung on the 
neighboring walls.  
Unidentified 1I: Will be vacuumed for potentially having dry mold. Family portrait taken outdoors near 
fountain-like structure.  
Unidentified 1J: Four young children sitting on grass outdoors with trees and other shrubbery composing 
the background.  
Unidentified 1K: Three young children sitting on grass outdoors with trees and other shrubbery 
composing the background. Similar scene/set-up to MVC047 Box 31 Unidentified 1J.  
Unidentified 1L: Six young children seated with two adult women outdoors with trees and other 
shrubbery composing the background. Similar scene/set-up to MVC047 Box 31 Unidentified 1J and 1K.  
Unidentified 1M: Six children, as photographed in MVC047 Box 31 Unidentified 1L, pose outdoors with 
trees and other shrubbery composing the background.  
Unidentified 1N: Similar picture to MVC047 Box 31 Unidentified 1M, six children pose outdoors with 
trees and other shrubbery composing the background.  



Unidentified 1O: Similar picture to MVC047 Box 31 Unidentified 1M and 1N, five children pose outdoors 
with trees and other shrubbery composing the background.  
Unidentified 2A: Image of natural scenery, including trees, grass, flowers, and other shrubbery.  
Unidentified 2B: Natural scenery including trees, grass, flowers, a circular fountain-like structure, and 
other shrubbery.  
Unidentified 2C: Image of an older woman and young child sitting near a circular fountain-like structure 
outdoors.  
Unidentified 2D: Same image as MVC047 Box 31 Unidentified 2C. Image of an older woman and young 
child sitting near a circular fountain-like structure outdoors.  
Unidentified 2E: Natural scenery with palm trees, other tall trees, grass, and what appear to be rose 
bushes.  
Unidentified 2F: Five young children sit at what appears to be an altar indoors. Similar to MVC047 Box 
30 Unidentified 8.  
Unidentified 2G: Same image as MVC047 Box 31 Unidentified 2F. Five young children sit at what appears 
to be an altar indoors. Similar to MVC047 Box 30 Unidentified 8.  
Unidentified 2H: Same image as MVC047 Box 31 Unidentified 2F and 2G. Five young children sit at what 
appears to be an altar indoors. Similar to MVC047 Box 30 Unidentified 8.  
Unidentified 2I: Same image as MVC047 Box 31 Unidentified 2F, 2G, and 2H. Five young children sit at 
what appears to be an altar indoors. Similar to MVC047 Box 30 Unidentified 8.  
Unidentified 2J: Same image as MVC047 Box 31 Unidentified 2F, 2G, 2H, and 2I. Five young children sit 
at what appears to be an altar indoors. Similar to MVC047 Box 30 Unidentified 8.  
Unidentified 2K: Same image as MVC047 Box 31 Unidentified 2F, 2G, 2H, 2I, and 2J. Five young children 
sit at what appears to be an altar indoors. Similar to MVC047 Box 30 Unidentified 8.  
Unidentified 2L: Same image as MVC047 Box 31 Unidentified 2F, 2G, 2H, 2I, 2J, and 2K. Five young 
children sit at what appears to be an altar indoors. Similar to MVC047 Box 30 Unidentified 8.  
Unidentified 2M: Photo of altar taken indoors.  
Unidentified 3A: Image of a young boy with a necktie standing next to rose bushes with other greenery 
composing the background.  
Unidentified 3B: Young boy atop a horse or donkey outdoors on grass.  
Unidentified 3C: Five young children sit in a wooden wagon outdoors, with a house-like structure and 
other greenery composing the background.  
Unidentified 3D: Two young children holding hands stand outdoors on grass, with trees and other 
greenery composing the background.  
Unidentified 3E: Image of a baby wrapped in a blanket seated in what appears to be a wicker-type chair 
outdoors, with trees and greenery in the background.  
Unidentified 3F: Image of a young child seated on wooden steps outdoors.  
Unidentified 3G: Image of a baby in a wicker or woven sled-type buggy with wheels outdoors.  
Unidentified 3H: Image of a baby in a wicker or woven sled-type buggy with wheels outdoors.  
Unidentified 3I: Image of a young child seated on wooden steps outdoors.  
Unidentified 3J: Needs to be checked/vacuumed for mold. Young child seated on the wooden railing of a 
bridge-like structure.  
Unidentified 3K: Image features seven children and three adults standing outdoors on grass in between 
two rows of trees.  
Unidentified 3L: Five young children sitting on steps indoors in front of a Christmas tree. Two framed 
photos or paintings hang on the neighboring walls.  
Unidentified 3M: Same image as MVC047 Box 31 Unidentified 3L. Five young children sitting on steps 
indoors in front of a Christmas tree. Two framed photos or paintings hang on the neighboring walls.  



Unidentified 3N: A Young child sitting on steps indoors in front of a Christmas tree. Two framed photos 
or paintings hang on the neighboring walls.  
Unidentified 3O: Indoor room with rugs on the floor, framed paintings or photographs on the walls, 
three ornate chairs, and a small table which appears to have small, framed photographs on it. The next 
room is slightly visible through the door frame.  
Unidentified 3P: Indoor room which appears to be a library or writing study room. The room consists of 
a large bookcase with books, a desk with a lamp and other small objects atop it, a piano, a chair, 
curtains, and what appears to be a window. The walls are adorned with framed paintings or 
photographs.  
Unidentified 3Q: Indoor room with fireplace and framed photographs or paintings on the walls.  
Unidentified 4A: Four young children and adult woman pose for a picture, two children are standing, the 
other two and adult woman sit on a woven chair.  
Unidentified 4B: A child in what appears to be religious clothing stands in front of a tree outdoors.  
Unidentified 4C: Four young children pose for a picture around a woven chair, two of the children sit on 
the chair and the other two lean on the chair.  
Unidentified 4D: Four young children and an adult woman pose for a photo around a woven chair, three 
children are standing, and the adult woman and one child sit on the woven chair.  
Unidentified 4E: Two young children stand around a seated adult woman outdoors.  
Unidentified 4F: Two side-by-side photographs of an adult man standing outdoors. The left photograph 
features the man wearing a suit and hat carrying what appears to be a suitcase with a baseball bat 
secured to the top of the suitcase. The right side features the man wearing a suit and pointing to 
something in the distance with what appears to be a baseball bat at his side.  
Unidentified 4G.1: An adult man stands in front of a door indoors wearing what appears to be a uniform 
and hat (sports uniform given the brim of the hat [?]). Previous encasing states “Collins”.  
Unidentified 4G.2: Image of a peony flower in a clear glass. Previous encasing states “Collins”.  
Unidentified 4H: Image of an indoor room. The room features a table with a framed 
photograph/painting and flowers in a vase, what appears to be a bench, and what appears to be a 
dresser with six drawers. The room also has framed photographs/paintings hanging on the walls.  
Unidentified 4I-L: Unclear images, either unprocessed or damaged photographic paper.  
Unidentified 4M: Appears to be an image of a painting featuring two individuals (two women or one 
man and one woman [?]) surrounded by nature scenery. Photo has worn (smears and fingerprints).  
Unidentified 5A: A baby lies in a scale with an adult woman standing and holding the baby’s hand.  
Unidentified 5B: Two young children stand next to another young child seated on a tricycle outdoors.  
Unidentified 5C: An adult woman stands outdoors and carries a baby.  
Unidentified 5D: Undescribed due to mold.  
Unidentified 5E: Undescribed due to mold.  
Unidentified 5F: Four young children pose with an adult woman outdoors. One child is standing, one is 
kneeling, one is sitting on grass, and the other sits on the lap of the adult woman who sits on a chair.  
Unidentified 5G: Side-by-side images of four young children seated on grass outdoors with an adult 
woman. Trees and other shrubbery compose the background.  
Unidentified 5H: Four young children and a donkey pose outdoors surrounded by palm trees and other 
greenery. Two children are atop the donkey, and the other two children are standing and holding onto 
the animal’s reins.  
Unidentified 5I: Glass plate is broken.  
Unidentified 5J: A baby sits on top of what appear to be pillows on grass, surrounded by trees and other 
greenery.  
Unidentified 6A: A baby stands on grass outdoors in front of what appears to be a house and trees.  



Unidentified 6B: A baby is seated atop a donkey outdoors with an adult woman who holds the child 
upright. A house and barn-like structure as well as trees compose the background.  
Unidentified 6C: Image of four young children outdoors with a donkey. Two are atop the donkey and 
two are holding onto the animal’s reins. Large trees (palm) compose the background in addition to other 
shrubbery.  
Unidentified 6D: Image of four young children outdoors with a donkey. Two are atop the donkey and 
two are holding onto the animal’s reins. Large trees (palm) compose the background in addition to other 
shrubbery.  
Unidentified 6E: Two young children sit atop a donkey outdoors while an adult woman holds them 
upright. House-like structure and a wooden fence compose the background.  
Unidentified 6F: Four young children sit on a wooden bridge-like structure with what appears to be a 
house and trees in the background.  
Unidentified 6G: Three children sit on a woven bench with cushions, likely on an outdoor patio.  
Unidentified 6H: A child sits on what appears to be a woven/wicker rocking chair on an outdoor patio.  
Unidentified 7A: A young child sits on grass in front of tall trees. A woven/wicker rocking chair is in the 
background.  
Unidentified 7B: Five young children sit in front of an altar indoors.  
Unidentified 7C: Five young children sit in front of an altar indoors.  
Unidentified 7D: Five young children, two adult women, and three adult men sit outdoors on wooden 
benches and chairs.  
Unidentified 7E: Five young children, two adult women, three adult men, and a dog sit outdoors on 
wooden benches and chairs.  
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